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Variations with GO spin coating speeds and density: Figure 1 shows the results of the spin-coating on 1 cm2 Si dies at different parameters. The GO solution used in the experiments for the manuscript was 3 g/l. We increased the concentration of GO to 6 g/l. We have kept the count of multiple coatings to 5 as a standard. As we can see, the coverage of the surface definitely increases at 1000 rpm in die (a), but it is not a complete coverage. In case of the die (b) with Fe nanoparticle layer, the coverage is complete, although displaying flaking in subsequent processing Thus, we believe that using a more viscous solution can help in achieving thicker layers with the same spin speed (provided the flaking issue can be resolved). However, by not utilizing the roughening layer, we will see a reduction in surface coverage and therefore the yield of the process will be affected. Table  1 shows the % coverage after using the above parameters. Figure S1 : Optical micrographs of 1 cm 2 Si dies after GO spin-coating at different parameters: Thicker GO solution (6 g/l) (a) without nanoparticle layer (b) with nanoparticle layer, at 500 rpm (c) without nanoparticle layer (d) with nanoparticle layer
We performed a second spin coating experiment based on the slower spin speed , i.e. 500 rpm instead of 1000 rpm with the original density of the solution -3 g/l and the outcome is shown in Figure 1(c, d) .
As observable, the nanoparticle layer helps in achieving a full coverage whereas the coverage on a nonroughened die is barely 45%. Thus, these experiments further validate our hypothesis that using a roughening layer can yield a higher coverage under various circumstances.
Using multiple coatings for surface coverage is indeed a good solution for thicker electrodes. However, the improvement in thickness will not be uniform. The dies (a, c) after 5 spin coatings do not cover the surface entirely. Even if they can achieve a complete coverage after, maybe, 10 coatings then also the uniformity of the electrode thickness will be comprised. Table 1 shows the results from the spin coating experiments. Finally, after doing these set of experiments, we believe that the best way forward for thicker and uniform electrodes would be using a more viscous solution with a spin speed of 1000 rpm on a surface roughened substrate. This will not only improve the capacitance of the devices, but also achieve a high wafer yield, which is an essential element in a CMOS-compatible process.
